Headquartered in Calgary with operations focused in Western Canada, Keyera operates an integrated Canadian-based midstream business with extensive interconnected assets and depth of expertise in delivering midstream energy solutions.

Our business consists of natural gas gathering and processing, natural gas liquids (NGLs) fractionation, transportation, storage and marketing, iso-octane production and sales and diluent logistic services for oil sands producers.

We are committed to conducting our business in a way that balances diverse stakeholder expectations and emphasizes the health and safety of our employees and the communities where we operate.

Fort Saskatchewan Facility (KFS)

Located in “Alberta’s Industrial Heartland”, KFS includes an NGL processing plant, storage facilities and a series of pipeline connections to Keyera truck and rail terminals in the area.

The NGL processing plant receives NGL feedstock from various sources and splits the NGL mix into saleable products. The storage facilities consist of underground storage caverns and surface storage that holds NGL mix feedstock and specification NGLs. The pipeline system transports NGL mix and specification NGLs from KFS and other NGL processing and storage facilities in the area to Keyera rail and truck terminals in the area for distribution to markets and export rail, truck and pipelines.
PLANT LOCATION

GPS - DECIMAL
53.745811, -113.166770

DEGREES
53° 44' 44.9" N 113° 10' 00.4" W

LEGAL SITE DESCRIPTION
02-14-55-22 W4M

FACILITY CONTACTS
Plant Director
John Parfett 780-992-2921
Supervisor, Operations
Kelly Hammond 780-912-2940

MAILING ADDRESS
Fort Saskatchewan
12310 River Road
Fort Saskatchewan, AB T8L 2T2

Main: 780-998-3791
24-hour emergency: 780-992-2900
www.keyera.com
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